Handling highly dynamic scenarios as they arise in emergency situations requires lots of semantic information about the situation and an extremely flexible, selforganizing IT infrastructure that provides services that can be used to manage the situation. We show that a distributed meta level architecture is particularly suited for the implementation of such a self-organizing grid of services. This architecture (SOGOS) distinguishes between an object level and a meta level. The middleware processes of the grid are running on the object level. The meta level defines an explicitly and declaratively represented dynamic meta model that provides the semantics for the object level processes. Additionally, this level runs processes that plan, supervise and control mobile agents on the object level. The levels are linked together by reflection processes that ensure that relevant changes on the object level are reflected in the meta model and vice versa. The corresponding reflection principles provide the basis for the implementation of the selforganizing mechanisms that govern the overall system.
Introduction
The integration of diverse computational devices and services in dynamical environments is an essential prerequisite for any information society. Situations where this integration becomes a matter of death and life arise in times of crisis, when disaster has to be managed. Crises are complex situations where an information technological infrastructure has to be quickly built up in order to gather information and coordinate varieties of mobile workers.
In most major emergencies an appropriate information infrastructure is not available -e.g., due to a lack of technology or because major parts of the present communication infrastructure have been destroyed. But disaster management, nevertheless, first of all needs to collect and aggregate all the data that might be relevant for the situation at hand. This data includes stationary or mobile field sensor data ranging from environmental data like temperature, barometric pressure, humidity, or water level measurements to technical network data like the quality of radio reception or routing information, or data which is directly targeted at human beings like live video or audio streams. The desired result of this aggregation process is a global map of the crisis situation that can be used for decision support to coordinate disaster relief. In return, aggregated data can be distributed back to intermediate nodes providing multimodal information and support for distributed, mobile emergency teams. For this situation assessment a service infrastructure is needed that amongst others fulfills typical grid objectives: nodes with direct access to sensor data have to communicate, intermediate nodes have to form a reliable transport network, routing nodes have to filter incoming sensor data in order to eliminate duplicates and in order to direct different sensor data to various service requesters, and service aggregation nodes have to merge the incoming sensor data into the desired map of the global situation (cf. figure 1) . Finally, all these conditions must be guaranteed for a potentially damaged network of high volatility, where service providers are not necessarily static but mobile and nomadic.
Constructing an emergency response grid requires bridging organizational boundaries. Such a grid has to be built based on computer systems which are possibly heterogeneous both on the side of hardware and operating systems. The available hardware is unreliable and highly dynamiccomponents are added and removed over time -but the grid nevertheless must be able to continuously provide services that are essential for the management of the crisislike reliable communication, integration and distribution of situation knowledge, decision support (e.g. for the planning In order to deliver services reliably on an unreliable, heterogeneous and changing hardware infrastructure, self-organization, which enables autonomy and minimizes maintenance, is crucial. A system can only behave in a selforganized manner if certain architectural prerequisites are fulfilled. In this paper we describe a new architecture called SOGOS (Self-Organizing Grid of Services), which is especially suited to support self-organization.
A test bed for this architecture are catastrophe scenarios of the kind mentioned -they guide the development and evaluation of new methods of self-organized service provision and give rise to the identification and formal specification of new kinds of services that are desirable in emergency situations.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: After a short requirements analysis Section 2 introduces the design principles of the SOGOS meta level architecture, sketching the role of each of its levels for the self-organizing grid of services and the reflection principles that glue the levels together. In Section 3 research problems and challenges are addressed that any implementation of the SOGOS architecture is facing. Section 4 is devoted to a brief discussion of work closely related to the SOGOS approach and Section 5 summarizes the basic ideas of the paper and the key problems that have to be solved next.
The SOGOS Architecture
An effective way of handling highly dynamic scenarios like the specified ones apparently requires lots of semantic information (meta data) -about the involved organiza-tions, the roles, rights and capabilities of the participating agents and about the normal way they interact in problem solving. This information -the meta model -is used to coordinate the activities of the overall system.
Conventional coordination systems (e.g. classical workflow systems) use a fixed and only implicitly defined meta model -a major problem when the system moves into an unexpected state and must be adapted at runtime like in our disaster recovery scenario.
We therefore propose to build the self-organizing grid of services according to a so called meta level architecture [48, 40] discriminating between an object level and a meta level. The middle ware processes of the grid are running on the object level. The meta level defines an explicitly and declaratively represented dynamic meta model that provides the semantics for the object level processes. Additionally, this level runs processes that plan, supervise and control the object level processes [5] .
Ideally the object and the meta levels are causally connected i.e. linked together by so called reflection processes that ensure that relevant changes on the object level are reflected in the meta model and vice versa [8] . 
Meta Level

Object Level
The Meta Level
We consider a service as being a well defined range of functions in the sense of a general attendance ranging from low level fixed services provided on a local scope up to the compliance of global objectives that can only be achieved by collaboration of the system grid at large. Primary objective of the meta level is to solve the problem of mapping high level aims to low level services provided by the middleware layer. To achieve this objective it is of particular importance to map formal domain knowledge into local interaction rules that control the interplay of services for guiding the self-organization process. Heterogeneous services with inconsistent service descriptions have to be aligned, nomadic and volatile services must be scheduled. Describing Global Aims If global aims are to be mapped to services, the first thing that is needed is a possibility to formulate these aims. To be usable, such a formulation needs to be declarative, i.e., the user should specify what functionality or information he is interested in not how this functionality/information should be provided.
A first step in this direction is the request formulation offered by our service description language DSD [29] . Here, users specify which effects the service they are looking for should have. Effects are described as fuzzy sets, where the degree of the membership of a certain effect to the set reflects how well this effect matches user preferences. This mechanism allows to fully capture user preferences in a way interpretable by a discovery algorithm. It thus becomes possible to fully automatically match requests and offers [27] .
What is still needed are constructs to describe and evaluate non-functional aspects of aims. We believe that these will play an important role in settings like the one described above.
The Planning Process The entire meta level architecture is based on a process of distributed planning and replanning. Starting with the target modeling it has to be considered, how to resolve high level objectives into a number of single goals that can be achieved on a lower level of abstraction. This process has to make use of an appropriate domain ontology describing the area of interest as well as of a general model that describes the process of splitting goals into subordinate targets featuring a lower level of abstraction. A close interaction with the service composition component is needed.
If a relayed low level goal cannot be achieved directly, a new planning process will be activated in the related sub network, resolving the assigned objective to appropriate lower level goals. This process works closely with the service enactment component.
Service Discovery
If a lower level objective cannot be fulfilled with already available resources, the service discovery process is triggered. Guided by appropriate domain ontologies semantic service descriptions have to be evaluated considering service requirements, service capabilities and available service interfaces. If no suitable service can be found the system tries to achieve a service composition that starts from the initial state resulting in the projected target state.
The functionality required here can be provided by the DSD matcher [28, 30] . In DSD, service offers are described as sets of required preconditions and achieved effects. By the introduction of variables, DSD allows to seamlessly integrate the descriptions of which functionality is provided and what the message flow should look like (i.e., which inputs a service expects and which outputs it is able to produce) [31] . DSD descriptions of both offers and requests (see above) are basically directed graphs. The matcher traverses the request graph and tries to find and configure matching offers by implementing a subset test.
As of now, DSD is restricted to rather simple choreographies where a negotiation phase is followed by an atomic service execution (i.e. no further interaction between service offerer and requester is needed during service execution). Here, extensions are clearly needed.
Service Composition Service composition again requires planning. Matching necessary preconditions the estimated outcome of services has to be estimated, postconditions and side effects must be considered, heterogeneous service descriptions have to be aligned. This process continues until the focused objective can be matched.
In addition to the chaining of services described above, other types of service composition need to be considered [33] . Particularly challenging are two cases: A service offers the needed effect, however, additional knowledge on the instance level is needed to invoke the service. Here, specialized knowledge services are needed. The second case is a request that contains several effects that are dependent on one another.
Trust Management Only trustworthy services complying with the prerequisite objectives should be considered during the planning process. To achieve this desirable property, information about which services are trustworthy is needed. Our previous work [43] has shown that is nontrivial to obtain and distribute this information in a dynamic decentralized environment. We have developed an evidence-based reputation system, where recommendations about nodes is backed by non-reputable tokens [41] . Locally, a node uses probabilistic belief revision based on transactional and social evidences [42] context information to estimate the likelihood that another will cooperate in a given transaction. This system ensures that it is more attractive for nodes to cooperate than to defect.
Service deployment has to be stimulated for services previously selected by service discovery and service composition. A service deployment agreement has to be negotiated and contracted.
Service Enactment and Service Registry The services previously selected by service discovery and service composition are passed to the service enactment process to be instantiated. The deployment of services will be recorded by the service registry. Service execution will be monitored to trigger dedicated failure and exception management.
The Object Level
The task of the object level is to form a basic infrastructure for the meta level. This is characterized by primarily two requirements: First to provide an appropriate hardware infrastructure consisting of static and mobile processing nodes including the set-up of reliable links to connect these nodes. Second to provide typical middleware services both for the fulfilling of object level internal tasks and for the communication with the meta level. In particular the initialization of the hardware infrastructure is a challenging task because a heterogeneous and possibly unstable environment has to be taken into account. A lot of different and highly dynamical aspects need to be adapted and managed by the grid itself, e.g. locating and managing resources, load balancing, dynamic system adaptation to external context changes or based on internal meta level guidelines, etc. Due to the high fluctuations of nodes, think of a disaster scenario, which concerns in principal all nodes the control for all meta level tasks can not be organized by a central master node. Consequently the only chance to come to a reliable solution despite of a given unstable environment is to realize the grid middleware based upon a self-organizing approach.
Besides we want to focus that the self-organizing characteristic of the object level middleware is not only limited to the object level's internal side. The object level gives also feedback to the meta level via the reflection processes whether the defined meta level objectives are reachable or not. It also reports infrastructure changes that will effect the meta level. Finally this results in a self-organizing middleware for the setup of a context-aware grid structure. The exciting question is how do we want to realize these necessary self-organizing features in detail?
State-of-the art is that current grid structures and middleware have more in the focus to set-up so-called virtual organizations to overcome administrative organizations or barriers. The situation of a highly fluctuation of the resources is to our knowledge not considered in depth so far. The research work summarized with the words "Next Generation Grids" [15, 50] addresses exactly this problem. Nevertheless current middleware solutions offer a large potential for providing basic services like certification (GSI module in GLOBUS [18] ), monitoring or standardized access to infrastructure data (MDS module in GLOBUS).
Therefore, for the realization of the meta level middleware, we base on a combination and enhancement of existing de-facto standard toolkits for grids like GLOBUS [17] and techniques used in CONDOR [47] with technologies, e.g. mobile agents. We favor mobile agent technology, a new paradigm for distributed programming, to meet the dynamic features of our grid environment. As we mentioned already above current grid toolkits deliver the prerequisites to set-up more static grid structures to overcome administrational barriers. We want to investigate in detail which of these mechanisms can be used, and which have to be supplemented by us with agents to meet the requirements necessary for the creation of self-organizing adaptive grids. To combine current technology with new mechanisms we orientate to the CONDOR-G concept [20] , an adaptation for GLOBUS to build up CONDOR pools based on underlying GLOBUS Grids. We define SOGOS-G, an adaptation for GLOBUS for self-organizing ad-hoc Grids based on mobile agents as core of our self-organizing middleware. By this we can use services from existing technologies, which are also useful for our purposes in SOGOS, and enhance them to meet the mentioned highly dynamic aspects. Mobile agents will be integrated with these standards to provide additional capabilities, especially to support platform mobility, decentralization, the autonomic formation of ad-hoc organizational structures, etc. This adds a certain learning capability to the system and provides for the study of emerging grid behavior in specific environmental situations.
The resulting structure of the object level is an agentmanaged grid (see figure 4 ). The task of the mobile agents (Agent Layer) is to continuously discover "grid-enabled" resources (single computer devices or grids that wish to join), to interconnect them regarding meta level directives, to manage infrastructure changes, and to provide basic infrastructure services for the meta level, e.g. transaction management or service discovery. For the Agent Layer we utilize the mobile agent toolkit TRACY, which is a result of our research in that area [9, 16] and which reached product status by a small start-up company.
The abilities of such a grid depend on the abilities and Agentmanaged Grid possibilities of agents. One goal is to achieve a generic grid architecture which is customizable for certain general needs. The target architecture is a result of ability selection or module selection made for a special application scenario of the grid middleware. With this generic grid architecture we are able to establish a system family for grids.
Looking at the most interesting and typical scenarios at meta level and the resulting, situation adequate grid architectures at object level we try to identify patterns. These patterns will be used to specify meta level guidelines which provide the "essence" and prerequisites for these already successful grid architectures in a "precompiled" manner. This will enable the end user to select such a pattern in a specific situation and the grid-based system to build its architecture faster and with higher reliability. Thus, the aspect of self-organization remains active in the grid (patterns are still generic), but is supported and guided, leading to higher reliability and performance. This is especially important in real-world scenarios dealing with disaster management and other critical situations.
Open Problems / Research Challenges
An important aspect of our scenario is that the dynamics is only partially under the control of SOGOS-processes. Even more, there is no central control nor an instance with guaranteed global knowledge. Therefore planning on the meta level can not be perfect but must rely also on the (selforganizing) dynamics on the object level. The challenge here is to bring together the symbolic planning on the meta level an the self-organizing dynamics of the underlying dis-tributed system.
In order to control the self-organizing dynamics of the grid, the system must have a representation of itself, which can be used for reflection and reasoning purposes. Thus, the meta model must be explicitly and declaratively represented. In addition, it must be designed in a way that allows a practical implementation, because it serves as the central data structure for the components that plan and control the dynamics of the system.
Planning Planning means to devise directives for the agents and services how to act. Our agents act concurrently and locally distributed in a changing and partially unknown world. Therefore, a multi-agent temporal planning framework has been developed that supports concurrent execution, non-deterministic activities, just in time completion and dependency directed replanning [4, 26, 39] .
Since no component of the system has complete knowledge about the system at large, planning is done in a distributed way and on the basis of explicitly represented reasonable assumptions about the missing knowledge. The resulting local plans are then executed independently of each other and readjusted when conflicts arise or critical assumptions prove to be false [3, 6] .
This framework along with a suitable declarative representation of the relevant object level aspects plays a key role in the implementation of the self-organization principles that govern the overall system [7] .
Controlling the Dynamics In order to control the system's dynamics we must be able to monitor the system's behavior and evaluate its performance. Non-linear dynamical systems theory [23] offers a set of concepts that can characterize dynamical properties of the grid. The (asymptotic) stability of an operational mode, for example, is defined as the ability to compensate small perturbations of the state of the system. The concept of robustness captures structural changes of the system [25] . Measures like those for stability and robustness will not only be able to monitor the running system, but can also be taken to investigate its scalability [14] and adaptivity in a quantitative manner.
In passing we note that it is far from trivial to setup local planning rules that lead to a globally robust behavior, which is defined by the users on the symbolic level (i.e. meta level) in an appropriate modal or description logic. One promising way to achieve this is to apply learning or optimization techniques inspired by biology or sociology [38] .
Integration For each of the relevant system aspects, such as time, goals, dependencies, terminologies, actions, system dynamics, and trust we have either developed or adapted special purpose modules, which can handle just this single aspect. For our application these single aspect modules Proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Mobile Data Management (MDM'06) alone are not sufficient, but have to be integrated into a hybrid system respecting all aspects at the same time. In order to achieve this, we have to design protocols for information exchange among participating modules, criteria that trigger information exchange, and rules for the integration of information received from other modules.
Related Work
Self-organization, service oriented computing, and the grid are very active research areas. It is widely recognized that a combination of the techniques developed by these three communities would be of great benefit. The large number of workshops and conferences (e.g., the SOAS, IEEE Web Intelligence, GCC and GSEM conference series, the SelfMan, SGT and SeNS workshop series) aiming to bridge the areas bears witness to this desire. However, a look at the publications produced by these and other events shows that the research community is far from reaching this goal: Most research papers do not seriously attempt to overcome the boundaries between the communities; rather, they present results from merely one of the areas. The question how approaches from the different communities can be combined for more efficient, robust and flexible solutions remains mostly unanswered.
Of course, first steps towards such an integration are already taken -see e.g., ASG, the EU-funded Adaptive Services Grid [2] or the KW-F Grid [34] . Another one is AKO-GRIMO [1, 49] , an European funded project aiming to architect and prototype a Next Generation Grid based on Open Services Grid Architecture (OSGA [19] ) which exploits and closely co-operates with evolving Mobile Internet infrastructures. The concept of the project is to evaluate the derived Mobile Grid through testbeds, among others chosen from applications from the domain of crisis management, e-learning, and e-health.
The mentioned approaches, however, are typically rather pragmatic in nature and lack a fundamental investigation of the methods and mechanisms required. A pragmatic approach, of course, is a valuable first step towards a successful combination of these areas, but it is not enough to fully exploit the synergies arising from a more integrated view. In fact, a more basic approach is needed. This is also one of the conclusions drawn at a recent Dagstuhl seminar titled "Semantic Grid -Convergence of Technologies" attended by researchers from all three areas [51] . At this seminar, a number of important areas that need fundamental work have been identified. Among these are trust and security, adding semantics to the grid via semantic services and supporting self-organization to obtain more flexible and heterogeneous grids:
Self-organization Currently, a plethora of projects address self-x properties of computer systems from a number of different angles, see e.g the UKCRC Computing Grand Challenge Manifesto [11] for a discussion on why selforganization is needed and what the challenges involved are. SOGOS is developed at ICS, the Jena competence center on the self-organized integration of computing and information systems [46] that bundles a number of projects addressing issues in this area ranging from mobile agents, incentive schemes to biologically inspired methods and architectures for organic computing. The ICS is currently performing active research on further aspects that are highly relevant to SOGOS, like semantics of dynamical systems and temporal and multi-agent planning.
Semantic web services Most pertinent to this area are the US-based OWL-S project [45] and the work done by the EU-funded WSMO working group [51] . Through participation in the latter and a number of own projects, ICS is at the forefront of research in this field. One of the active research aspects in this area related to SOGOS are complex service choreographies and smart service distribution.
Security and Trust in dynamic, open systems
This is an area that has only recently gained a lot of interest. See, e.g., the work done by the member of the IST iTrust Working Group [24] for an overview of issues addressed. Mechanisms for trust formation in such systems have been extensively studied by members of ICS [13] . SOGOS-related research in this area currently focuses related security issues [44, 36] .
Grid Computing For an excellent overview of ongoing work on grid computing, see [22] . On a smaller scale, ICS possesses experience with the issues addressed there. Current work concentrates on the integration of existing standards implementations [21] . E.g. small-sized Grid structures consisting of Linux Beowulf cluster and a symmetric multiprocessor machine were used for the parallel simulation of cellular automaton (see [32] ). Work on next generation middleware is done at Lancaster University [35] , which focuses also on dynamic reconfiguration [10] .
In our opinion, the key to an approach combining all four areas is reflection based on autonomous planning that guides the self-organization of the system and thus enables efficient service provisioning in dynamic environments. Here, our approach differs considerably from existing attempts and promises potential for innovation.
Conclusions
We sketched a distributed meta level architecture as a basis for a self-organizing service grid. This architecture distinguishes between an object level and a meta level. The object level is composed of a grid infrastructure based on GLOBUS. This infrastructure supports small and static hardware clusters that provide virtual computation services. An emergency grid however must reflect the complex dynamics of mobile, heterogeneous, and highly volatile groups of autonomous agents. For this reason we currently push the integration of our grid and agent platform in order to obtain a sound hybrid middleware for the proposed self-organized service architecture.
The meta level is responsible for the mapping of high level aims to low level services provided by the middleware layer. For the description of global aims we have developed the semantic service description language DSD. DSD already facilitates service matching and service discovery. It also provides all language facilities necessary for service composition. We also have developed a distributed and assumption based multi agent planner, which is currently adapted for the composition of heterogeneous services. A permanently changing system environment requires trustworthy services. For this purpose we have developed an evidence based reputation system using probabilistic belief revision. This reputation system currently is being integrated with the planning component.
Once we have accomplished the horizontal integration on both levels of the meta level architecture, the essential research objective we are currently working on is the vertical integration, the design and implementation of the reflection mechanisms that connect the object and the meta level.
Only if both, the horizontal and the vertical integration are successfully accomplished, a system will result that can self-adapt to a rapidly changing environment. When disaster strikes, self-organization becomes essential. A selforganized grid of services like SOGOS will then be a sound basis for a robust informational infrastructure.
